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time
toll
tree
truck

slim
sit
slit
hit

elf 
peg
egg
leg

big
boom
book
box

flop
frock
flower
fling

road
red
read
root

coat
clock
click
call

hog
smog
frog
from

skin
school
pool
shone
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Reading test
Trial Questions - Let’s do these together.

10 Minutes
      exactly

Name

A)  Circle the correct word.

cup

coke

cot

       the sentence.

call   cat   cot     comb  can

A                   sat on a mat.

C)             Write the answer.
This is a cat. He is small.       Was the cat small?

START TEST HERE   Circle the correct word.
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Circle the correct word.

Circle the correct word.

m
oo

10

     Tom is a          boy.

11

     Kim had a glass of        .

12

     There is a        on the track.

13

     Mum put a         on the wall.

little  huge
 rock
litter  green

moon sink
 night
cup  milk

lane  troll
 trick
stain  train

chair  pillow
 prince
picture please

14

     Please turn on the         .

15

     We go for a swim in         .

16

     I went to bed and had a         .

17

     Lots of         saw the game.

     light
bite            bun

winter        swimmer
   summer
hummer  sitting

stream  digest
      dinner
dream  race

peels          people
   putting
pinching         pictures
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Write the word from the box
that best describes Jackie.

WRITE THE ANSWER
18  This is a dog. He has spots. He is small.   Is the dog big?

19  I am a frog. I am small and fat. I can jump.  Has the frog got spots?
       I have spots.

20  Tom plays soccer. When we clap for him he kicks Has Tom got green shorts?
       the ball. He has red socks. He has green shorts.
       He likes to run fast.

21  Last week we went to the beach. We did lots of What did they make in the 
      swimming and made shapes in the sand.   sand?
      We had a sleep under our umbrella before we 
      went home.

22  Tom went for a walk on a sunny day. He stopped Do you think it was a hot
       for a drink at the bubbler. He then sat under a  day? 
       tree to get some shade. When he got home he
       had a cold shower.

23  Tina walked home very slowly. Her head was  Was Tina happy or
       bowed and she looked lost. She had lost her bag unhappy?
       with the money Mum gave her for the eggs.
       Everything that I do goes wrong, thought Tina.

24  Jack taught his cat some tricks. When he puts his Where does Jack put his
       hands on his head the cat sits. When he puts his hands to make the cat roll
       hands on his hips the cat runs outside. When he over?
       puts his hands in his pockets the cat rolls over.
       When he sits down the cat jumps on his lap.

25  Jackie was a tall, pretty girl who took things from
       others. She did not try hard at school and was
       rude to  the teacher. She also called people bad
       names. She often poked people with her ruler
       when the teacher wasn’t looking. kind       short  sorry

                 nasty
hardworking           ugly
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Choose a word from the box.
What might the weather in
Sweden be like on the 26th
of January?

How must you hold your
head when hitting the ball?

Choose the animal from the 
box that you think is being
described.

Write a word from the box 
that best describes the time
of day.

How many bears lived in
the hut?

dog        duck          chicken
monkey        pelican           dog

night        day          morning
midnight        afternoon

hot        warm          cold
humid

WRITE THE ANSWER

       standing up. You put the club behind the ball and
       take it back slowly. You must hold your head still
       and keep looking at the ball the whole time.

       towards the green.

       I have a long neck. I do not quack but I have a
       very big bill.

       The birds begin to sing.
       Jack wipes the sleep from his eyes
       As he sees the fog begin to lift.

29  Many years ago in a small weathered hut
       set deep into the forest, 
       Happily lived Mr and Mrs Bear,
       The smiling bear cubs numbering four,
       And in the attic lived the cuddly grandma bear.
       The hut was often bustling with activity.

30  In Australia we celebrate Australia Day. It falls
       on the 26th of January each year. It can be a very
       hot summer’s day and many people might head to
       the beach if they are close enough. On the other
       side of the world in Sweden it is the middle of
       winter.


